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ABSTRACT 
Firstly, we show that two primitive Boolean matrices are strong shift equivalent if 
and only if the Boolean traces of each of their powers are equal. Secondly, we prove 
that if two matrices over Q’ are strong shift equivalent through positive matrices 
over R+, then they are strong shift equivalent through matrices over Q’. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper [3], we proved that all primitive Boolean matrices A 
with nonzero trace are strong shift equivalent to the 1 X 1 matrix [l] and that 
the sequence of traces of A” is always a strong shift equivalence invariant. 
Here we show that the sequence Tr(A’“) for n > 0 completely characterizes 
the strong shift equivalence class of primitive Boolean matrices. From this ” 
we are able to classify Boolean matrices in general up to strong shift 
equivalence (Theorem 2.5). 
We have since applied the former result to positive rational strong shift 
equivalence in [4], and it can also be applied to the study of spectra [2] of the 
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positive matrices over unital subrings of the reals. The reason is that if a 
Boolean matrix A is strong shift equivalent to B, then any matrix over the 
positive rationals having the pattern A of zero and nonzero entries is strong 
shift equivalent to a matrix having the zero pattern (see [3]) of B but with 
entries replaced by blocks which are all zero or all nonzero. Thus, for 
example, any nonnegative rational matrix with a positive trace is strong shift 
equivalent over Q’ to a positive matrix. 
Let J denote a Boolean matrix of any size all of whose entries are 1. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A Boolean matrix A is primitive if and only if some 
power of it equals J. 
DEFINITION 1.2. For matrices over a semiring, strong shi,ft equivalence 
is the transitive closure of the relation RS - SR of rectangular matrices (any 
sizes). 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let Ai * (A *i) denote the ith row (column) of a matrix 
A. For a Boolean matrix A, if A, * 2 Aj * then A = EA, where E has all 
main diagonal l’s and exactly one off main diagonal 1 in location (k, j). Then 
A is strong shift equivalent to AE, which means we add A *k to A *j. 
This can be considered as a Boolean unit shear (see [l] for a definition): 
[: :I=[:, :I[: H ;I[,: :I=[: I- 
The earlier proof takes the form of the following algorithm for a primitive 
matrix with a main diagonal 1: 
1. Duplicate rows and columns, and relabel (permute) until we have 
a,, = 1 and a Hamiltonian circuit aI2 = az3 = . . . = a,, = 1. 
2. Split columns A *a, A * s,. . , A *n in turn; make one copy the origi- 
nal, and another copy C with a 1 in place (j - 1,j) only. Then for all 
columns C ,,>Cadd R,, to the row corresponding to C. This makes a row 
of all ones. 
3. After a row of all ones is obtained, say row A, *, add A *k to every 
column, since A, * is unaltered by adding any row. This makes a matrix J of 
all ones. 
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In outline, the proof is as follows. Take the matrix A@B, the Kronecker 
product, where A, B are primitive Boolean matrices with Tr(A”) = Tr(B”), 
n > 0. We consider this as a matrix A in which every entry is replaced by a 
matrix B or a zero block. Take strong shift equivalences, to reduce it to a 
matrix strong shift equivalent to A@J - A. By symmetry this proves the 
result. 
We represent A@B by the graph of A where edges are labeled by 
matrices B. To do this we replace A by an edge graph and split off low order 
cycles until all cycles of order less than or equal to k are separate pet& 
attached at one point, where k is such that Bk = J by primitivity. On the 
nonpetal portion C, select any vertex zi and split off either its inputs or its 
outputs for k stages (whichever does not run into a low order cycle). This 
gives a portion which is a tree. Factor blocks out of rows and into columns 
until we get Bk = J. Factor backwards th en, but leave J on edges attached to 
0. This takes care of the high order portion C. 
On a petal of order m, factor all B’s into a single B”‘. Since Tr(B’“)= 1, 
and it is primitive, by [3] it has a strong shift equivalence to J. This strong 
shift extends to the whole graph, given that edges of C are labeled J. 
Now factor the J all through the low order cycle. 
2. BLOCK STRONG SHIFT EQUIVALENCE 
Over many rings strong shift equivalences are compositions of state 
splittings and their inverses. In the Boolean case, this takes the form of 
replacing a vertex v by vertices v,, ra with inputs equal to v and outputs 
whose sum is v (or the reverse with respect to inputs and outputs). In matrix 
terms, this is to replace a row M, * by two rows M, *, M,, 1 * whose sum is 
M, * and then duplicate the nth column of the matrix M. (The reverse is to 
split the column and then duplicate the row.) 
Any block matrix with square main diagonal blocks can be represented by 
a graph G whose vertices are the block indices and edges labeled with 
blocks. Then any row or column splitting in the underlying graph can be 
made into a block row or column splitting where all edge labels equal the 
edge label of the edge they came from. 
For a row splitting this means, if A = RS is split to give SR, that all 
blocks of R are identity matrices. 
Another type of block operation that we use is a diagonal factorization 
RS - SR where R is a block diagonal matrix. This means factor Rii out of the 
front of row i and into the back of column i. In graph terms we change the 
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first graph below to the second: 
If we have an isolated portion of a graph which is a tree with all vertices 
labeled by B or J, we can factor and obtain the second graph from the first: 
1 
/ 
oY”Y 
\ B2 0 
\ I 
As in [2], a petal is a cycle C only one of whose vertices, say v, has edges 
connected to vertices of C, the complement of C. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Any Boolean matrix A, for any s > 0, is strong shifi 
equivalent to the matrix of a graph 
where Yi are petals, C has no loops of length less than 2s, and any tw‘o 
petals are separated by at least 2s. 
Proof. In this proof we work over Zf. First, taking an iterated edge 
graph will separate all low order cycles by the required amount. Then we 
split off each low order cycle vertex by vertex until there is only one point of 
attachment. 
To do this we first split off inputs duplicating outputs. Then we split off 
outputs duplicating inputs. Then C cannot have any low order cycles left, 
since the petals are enough to yield the traces of low order powers. (Compare 
El.1 n 
It will actually suffice if petals are attached at distinct vertices. For this 
an inductive cycle by cycle procedure also works. But it seems the number of 
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vertices will be close to the trace of low powers of A and will grow 
exponentially. This is the only point in our proof at which vertices grow 
exponentially. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A block strong shifi equivalence between blocked 
matrices A, B is given by compatibly blocked R, S where RS = A, SR = B, 
and each block of R, S either is zero or has a one in each of its rows. 
The reason for the last condition is that it implies a product of nonzero 
blocks is nonzero, which guarantees that the map ij sending zero blocks to 0 
and nonzero blocks to 1 is a homomorphism for addition and multiplication. 
PROPOWIXON 2.2. Let A@ B be the Kronecker product arranged so that 
blocks are B or 0. If there is a block strong shifi equiaalence of A@ B to a 
matrix C whose blocks are either entirely 1 or entirely 0, then A@ B is strong 
shifi equivalent to A. 
Proof. Let IJ be the above homomorphism sending nonzero blocks to 1, 
zero blocks to 0. Then lj preserves matrix multiplication, and therefore 
strong shift equivalence. Then h(A@B) = A is strong shift equivalent to 
Ij(C>, which is strong shift equivalent (by its block form) to C, which is 
strong shift equivalent to A@ B. n 
THEOREM 2.3. Two primitioe Boolean matrices are strong shijl eyuioa- 
lent if and only if th e t races of ez;ery power are equal. 
Proof. In [3] necessity was proved. Let A, B satisfy the conditions of 
this theorem. By symmetry it suffices to prove A@B is strong shift equiva- 
lent to a matrix C, as in Proposition 2.2. 
To do this we take block strong shift equivalences. Take s where B” = J. 
By Proposition 2.1 the matrix A can be made strong shift equivalent to A,, 
which is a union of separated petals 9i of lengths from 1 to s such that 
Tr(A”) = 1, and another portion C which is primitive but has Tr(Ak> = 0 for 
k = l,...,s. 
Then A@B is strong shift equivalent to A,@B, taking all operations by 
blocks, e.g., row splittings. We can represent blocked matrices whose block 
pattern (image under 6) is A by graphs of A in which the edges are labeled 
by matrices forming the blocks. 
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Any edge sequence 
where for 1 <i < n only o~+~,u~_~ connect to ci, is strong shift equivalent to 
0 - o-o...o- 0. 
ti, B,Bz...B,t-, o2 Z I Dn 
Here o1 may have additional inputs, v, additional outputs. Then we may 
refactor out to replace Bi by any matrices with equal product. 
If instead of a linear graph here we have a more general tree, we may 
carry through the same procedure provided we factor out the same matrix at 
all edges going from the same vertex. In the case of C all arcs will originally 
be labeled B or J. In matrix terms, this is an iterated strong shift equivalence 
RS to SR, where R is block diagonal. 
By this method, in any tree graph whose root is u we may replace all 
edges going out from v with edges labeled J, preserving other edges. 
For any vertex v in C, state splitting produces a tree of this kind. 
Suppose no petal is within s units of v going outward (s > 0) (if not, then no 
petal is within s units of v going inward, so use edges going inward). 
Consider all vertices within s units of 0 going outward. Since no petals 
occur, none is connected to a closer vertex. 
Take vertices u connected to o by an outward edge, u not on a petal 
attached at U. Split the inputs into those from v and other inputs, and 
duplicate the outputs. Then take vertices w connected to vertices U. If 
vertices ul,. . , uk have inputs to w, split w into k + 1 copies: one for each 
ui, and another for duplicate outputs. Continue this process to obtain a tree. 
Then go through the block diagonal, refactoring to obtain J on all edges 
going out from v. Then rejoin the tree as it was before. The duplicate edges 
are unaltered, so there is no barrier to doing this. Actually this rejoining is 
the only way low order cycles can cause problems, so it is enough that petals 
are attached at distinct vertices. 
This replaces all edge labels by J except on petals. 
Now on each petal 9’ of size k use block diagonal refactoring to obtain 
Bk on the edge el of the petal whose terminus is the attachment vertex of 
the petal. Then Bk is a trace 1 primitive, so it is strong shift equivalent to J. 
Take a strong shift equivalence RiSi = Si + 1 Ri + 1 from B k to J, where we 
may assume all R,, Si have no zero rows or columns. We may extend each 
stage to the entire matrix by factoring J = RJ on all other edges whose 
terminus equals the attachment edge of the vertex. This puts Ri on the petal 
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edge leading from the attachment vertex. Refactor along the petal until it is 
on the edge e,. 
This gets a J on one edge of 9. Then refactor to get J on all edges of 9. 
Now we have satisfied the conditions of Proposition 2.2. So A@B is strong 
shift equivalent to A, and by symmetry to B. W 
It may be desirable to have a canonical form for Boolean matrices in a 
given strong shift equivalence class. There are many choices, but the one we 
give has the advantage that it is of the form PE where P is permutation 
matrix and E an idempotent. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A Boolean matrix A is regular if and only if AXA = A 
for some X. It is nonsingular if and only if it is regular and no row or column 
is a Boolean linear combination of other rows and columns. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Every primitive Boolean matrix is strong shaft equiva- 
lent to a matrix EP where E is a lower triangular idempotent with all ones on 
the main diagonal and P is a permutation matrix. Thus EP is regular and 
nonsingular. 
Every sequence from (O,l} with only finitely many nonzero terms is the 
sequence Tr(A”) f or SOW primitive matrix A. Thus the set of such sequences 
is a complete set of representations of strong shifi equivalence classes of 
Boolean matrices. 
Proof. LetTr(A”)=lforn=n,,...,n.andforn~k.Startthegraphof 
A with a cycle of size 2k2. At multiples of 2k on the cycle add an edge from 
vertex 2 ki to vertex 2 ki - n i, giving an n,-cycle. Take edges from vertex 2 k 2 
back to 
2k”-k ,...,2k”-2k +l. 
This gives correct traces, since the last part gives all traces at least k by 
adding cycles. All ni cycles are separated. 
Choose the permutation P to change the main 2k2 cycle to the identity. 
Then other edges are 
2ki -+ 2k, - ni + 1, 
2k2 + 2k2 -k +1,...,2k2 -2k +2. 
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In squaring E there is no iteration between off main diagonal l’s, so E is 
idempotent. n 
With constructions in [3], nonprimitive Boolean strong shift equivalence 
classes can also be completely classified. Any irreducible Boolean matrix A is 
strong shift equivalent to a matrix of the form 
(2.1) 
with blocks 1 in locations (i, i + 1) only, where X is primitive and the 
number of block rows is the period of A. The strong shift equivalence class of 
X and the period determine the strong shift equivalence class of A. In 
particular, two irreducible Boolean matrices are strong shift equivalent if and 
only if the sequence of traces of powers is the same for both. 
To describe the classification of general Boolean matrices we give some 
definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.3. We say a nonnilpotent Boolean matrix A is in stan- 
dard form if it satisfies the following conditions: it is block triangular, with 
the main diagonal blocks irreducible of the form (2.1); the matrix A’ obtained 
by replacing the subblocks X from (2.1) m all the main diagonal blocks by J 
is periodic. 
Here let A’ above be given the blocking induced by the subblocking of 
the irreducible main diagonal blocks as in (2.1); now, every block of A’ is 0 
or J. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Given A in standard form, let K(A) be the matrix 
obtained by replacing the blocks 0,j in A’ with one by one blocks 0,l. 
Define the classifying graph of A to be the graph with adjacency matrix 
K(A), with each cycle labeled by the strong shift equivalence class of the 
primitive matrix X of (2.1) for the corresponding main diagonal block of A. 
We say two classifying graphs are isomorphic if there is a graph isomorphism 
of one to the other under which each cycle goes to a cycle labeled by the 
same strong shift equivalence class. Finally, we say that a graph is nondegen- 
erate if its adjacency matrix has no zero row or column. 
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THEOREM 2.5 (Classification of Boolean matrices by strong shift equiva- 
lence). Any nonnilpotent square Boolean matrix is strong shaft equivalent to 
one in standard form. TWO such matrices are strong shi;ft equivalent if and 
only if their classifying graphs are isomorphic. Conversely, any nondegenerate 
graph mhose adjacency matrix is periodic (such as a Boolean matrix), and 
whose cycles are labeled by strong shift equivalence classes of primitive 
Boolean matrices, is the classtjiying graph of a nonnilpotent Boolean matrix. 
Proof. From an arbitrary nonnilpotent Boolean matrix we obtain this 
form as follows. By the proof of Theorem 5.4 in [3] we may first replace the 
main diagonal blocks by any strong shift equivalent blocks; hence we choose 
them in the form (2.1). Then the constructions of Theorem 5.4 in [3] will 
have the same effect below the main diagonal as if X were a matrix of all 
ones, since we can multiply by any powers of such an X. Thus, since 
Theorem 5.4 in [3] obtained periodic matrices, we here obtain periodic 
matrices if we replace X by J. The matrices are also periodic if we shrink 
dimensions so as to replace the blocks X, I above by 1 X 1 blocks 1 and other 
subblocks by 0 or I according as they have all zeros or all ones. 
Now suppose two matrices in canonical form are strong shift equivalent. 
This equivalence will induce strong shift equivalences on the main diagonal 
blocks compatible with the graph ordering of strong components. Relabel the 
graphs and permute matrices so corresponding blocks are in the same order 
down the main diagonals of the matrices. Thus from the main diagonal strong 
shift equivalence, the labels on the main diagonal blocks in the graphs must 
be equal for corresponding main blocks. If we multiply R, S by large powers 
of A, we get the subblocks corresponding to X, Z blocks within the main 
diagonal blocks to be all zero or all one. Then we have an induced strong 
shift equivalence when we replace all one blocks by 1 and all zero blocks by 
0. For these periodic nonsingular matrices we must have a graph isomor- 
phism induced by the permutations which will be the main diagonal blocks 
of R, S. So the classifying graphs are isomorphic. 
We can realize the class of any graph, by the corollary. Finally, a graph 
isomorphism will be induced by a permutation matrix. Expand entries by 
blocks of all zero and all one until all subblocks corresponding to matrices 
X, I are of equal size, and make choices so corresponding matrices X are 
equal. Then an expanded permutation in which subblocks are replaced by 
identity matrices gives a strong shift equivalence. n 
REMARK 2.1. Of course, any nilpotent Boolean matrix is strong shift 
equivalent to the 1 X 1 zero matrix. 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. Define matrices 
where P is the nontrivial 2 X 2 permutation matrix, I is the 2 X2 identity 
matrix, and K has exactly one entry nonzero. Then D is not in standard 
form, but the others are. A and B are strong shift equivalent to each other 
but not to C. 
3. STRONG SHIFT EQUIVALENCE OVER Q + AND R+ 
Our next result reduces strong shift equivalence over the positive ratio- 
nals to strong shift equivalence over the positive reals in many cases. The 
method is to use Theorem 7 in [5] that a strong shift equivalence over 
Q+,R + is equivalent to a series of row splittings of one matrix and column 
splittings of the other and a generalized permutation conjugating the ex- 
panded matrices. We approximate the two splittings by splittings over Q’ 
with equal Jordan form. Then the generalized permutation can be considered 
as a path to an ordinary permutation, and by Theorem 2 of [5] this gives a 
strong shift equivalence over Q’ by unit shears. 
We state the latter theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. (Kim and Roush [5]). Let A be a positive matrix over 
R+. There exists E > 0 such that if two matrices M, N over Q’ are within E 
of A and conjugate over R to A, then M, N are strong shifi equivalent to each 
other over Q’. 
THEOREM 3.2. lf A, B are positive matrices over Q’ and A, B are strong 
shifi equivalent over R+ through positive matrices, then A is strong shifi 
equivalent to B over Q’. 
Proof. By Theorem 7 of [5], there exists an iterated row splitting M, of 
A (through positive matrices) over Rf, an iterated column splitting M, of B 
over R+, and a generalized permutation P conjugating M, to M, over R+. 
For the real numbers involved in the row and column splittings, we take 
rational approximations, but so that the conjugacy classes over R (Jordan 
form of zero) are preserved always. We will give details below, but our goal 
will be to find sequences M,, and M,, of rational splittings such that 
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M,w Ma, are positive, lie in the conjugacy classes of M,, M, over R, and 
converge to M,, M,. This will prove the result as follows. Each M,, is strong 
shift equivalent to A, and each M2, to B, by row splitting. Upon replacing 
B, M,, M,, by conjugates, assume the generalized permutation is a positive 
diagonal matrix. It gives a path n from A to B. By Theorem 3.1, at each point 
C of p there exists E > 0 such that all rational positive matrices conjugate 
over R to C, A, B and within E of C are strong shift equivalent to C. Take a 
finite subcovering, by compactness, of this open covering of p, which 
includes its ends. By Proposition 3 of [5] any open subset containing a point 
of p has dense positive rational matrices in the conjugacy class of A. The 
intersections of disks give a sequence of strong shift equivalent matrices 
along the path, and some M,,, M,, lie in the first and last disk. Therefore 
M,, is strong shift equivalent to M,,. 
Now we construct M,,. It suffices to do this in sequence for each row 
splitting, given a sequence N,, at the last splitting. We form M,, as rational 
row splittings N,, of a subsequence of N,, which approximate the real 
splitting, say Ni, of a matrix N. Rational approximations exist, since if rows 
r, + r and r = v + w and o, + v, then w, = r, - v), will be positive for 
sufficiently large 12. 
The general Jordan form of a row splitting is determined by adding (as a 
module generator) a row basis vector e, with the relation that e,N is the 
vector v in the previous module. N acts on all its rows by the previous action 
(the duplicated columns having the effect of adding the action of the split 
rows). Define the height of a vector v as the largest power of N which is 
nonzero on the projection of v into the nilpotent eigenspace of S. If 
v=tN+u, where u P Im(N) and the height of u is minimal, then the new 
Jordan form increases some height u summand to a height I u I + 1 summand. 
This holds because we can replace ei with e, - t mapping to u. And u can 
be chosen as a generator of a direct summand of the module if its height is 
minimal. 
Now we approximate u by taking vectors u, = t, N,, + u, where t, -+ t, 
u, + u. By the proof of Theorem 2 of [5] we can take rational bases for the 
Jordan summands of N,, which converge to the bases for N. Then take u, to 
involve basis vectors corresponding to u, by rational linear combinations 
approximating the combination which occurs for u. Then also u, P Im( N,,), 
and the height of u, will be minimal, since it involves a generator of a 
module of that height. For such u,, N,, has the same Jordan form at zero as 
Ni does. For n sufficiently large, u,, w, are positive and we have a row 
splitting giving M,,. n 
We feel the restriction to strong shift equivalence through positive 
matrices is not a significant restriction. 
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Path component methods produce such strong shift equivalences. If one 
could prove all Boolean strong shift equivalences from the 1 X 1 matrix [l] to 
itself are homotopic to the identity (homotopy as in [6]), then this could 
provide a way to change any strong shift equivalence over R+ to any other 
strong shift equivalence through positive matrices. 
4. CONCLUSION 
This gives a specific algorithm involving many steps for constructing 
Boolean strong shift equivalences between primitive matrices with Tr(A”) 
equal. 
The dimensions involved in our algorithm are exponential in the original 
dimensions of A, B. But if low cycles are already separated petals, they are 
polynomial. 
The authors would like to express sincere thanks to an unknown referee 
for very constructive comments. 
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